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Funky City Thunder

The Funky City Thunder is just another one of the problems which the already struggling Nepleslian
Police force have to deal with. This one isn't a priority, but it's still there…

This gang roves around the streets, slums and countryside of Funky City on their heavily customised
motorcycles and air-bikes causing trouble by making a hell of a racket and attempting to rob
unsuspecting people.

If they're not on their bikes, chances are they've got their trusty weapons, usually consisting of Liberator
Pistols, Baseball bats, Brass Knuckles and Knives. That said, however, most of them seem to run for it
once you disarm them of their weapon. Some even have a habit of fighting on their bikes, which makes
things even more terrifying.

On the good side, however, they'll always respect someone who can beat them in a motorcycle race.
They always seem to look for inspiring figures and people with a bit more punch to them. They appear to
be approachable once you loosen them up with a few drinks. As far a joining the gang goes, just prove
yourself worthy in a punch-on with Cheese and they'll have you 'apprenticed'.

They have a strong dislike of the Reds, and a competing gang named the 'The Reds Movement'. Even
wearing red in the gang's presence is a very bad mistake.

In nepleslia, the gang had a violent run in with another group of criminals and were moved from 20
members to 15.

Gang Members
Name “Nickname” Group Role Notable Features
Jack “Crush” Gang Leader Cybernetic Torso/Arms
Roger “Noise” Right Hand Man Hunched Figure
Edgar “Sting” Bike Repairman Cybernetic Eyes
Luke “Wheels” Bike Repairman Walks with a Limp (and carries a cane)
Orson “Spoon” Infiltrator Very Dark Clothing
Clint “Dove” Stunt Rider Tattoo of an Eagle on left arm
Skip “Spreckles” Stunt Rider Bookish, reads up on Literature
Anthony “Cheese” Brawler Frightful Presence
Nathan “Nate” Shooter Sideburns

The Extra 6 - These guys and girls stay at the garage, they might be called in if Crush sees fit.

Name “Nickname” Group Role Notable Features
Won “Sparky” Bike Customiser No sense of Style
Yuan “Block” Bike Repairman Lazy
Jules “Sonny” Grease Monkey Rude
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Name “Nickname” Group Role Notable Features
Hannah “Roper” Gun Repair Observant
Vera “Lee” Sweet Talker Clean
Eva “Lips” Entertainer Hard of Hearing

Total Gang Possessions

23650 DA, Serves as the total Gang-Fund
5 Liberator Pistols
5 single Brass Knuckles
2 wooden Baseball Bats
4 steel alloy Knives
1 wooden Ladder (Yes, this is a weapon! It belongs to Cheese)
1 Pump-Action Shotgun (Belongs to Nate)

1 Set of Motorcycle/Airbike maintenance tools (Belongs to Sting)

A Garage in Funky City, serves as a gang meeting place and a seemingly normal custom/repair
shop.

Bikes

Crush's Personal Airbike - AKA: “The Wasp”
Noise's Airbike
Sting/Wheels' Airbike - AKA: “The Repair Van”
Spoon's Motorcycle
Dove's BMX Motorbike - AKA: “Superhero”
Spreckle's BMX Motorbike
Cheese's Motorcycle
Nate's Motorbike - AKA: “Boombox” (Very, very noisy)

OOC Notes

Any GM who sees fit may use this gang as they like.
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